
 

Chapter 2 
 
Lime zest and coriander tastes like summer 
April 29th, 527 
 
I wandered through the hallways thinking of an event that 

caught the attention of local reporters just weeks before. A 
young man by the name of Rotto Ken who I had come to 
appreciate, had enjoyed a serene evening at home with his 
fiancée, Lianette Rushmore. They had recently celebrated 
their engagement with family and friends and were days 
away from getting married. 

Rotto, as I, was from the town of Waterloo, home to the 
broken, blue collars and poor. Our hometown was just South 
of beautiful yet opposing Aubrey Hills, home to the rich and 
famous, on the edge of the Basin Desert. 

Aubrey Hills was a manicured piece of land: plastic-like 
flowers, cellophane looking creeks, and temperatures so ideal 
you’d think they were thermostat controlled. A breathtaking 
view to the ocean embellished the west side of Aubrey Hills 
while the Rockies embellished the East side. Condos to the 
North of Aubrey Hills weren’t as high up on the money 
pyramid but a view to the south, overlooking the township of 
Waterloo, was premium living. With the riches vested in the 
Hills with Waterloo at their feet, the South was an ideal 
setting for the rich as they could sit by their windows at night, 
with malodorous cigars and posh liquor, and look at their 
Waterloo factories operating a midnight shift. Now there’s a 
view; who needs an ocean or the mind-numbing Rockies 
painted on a window when one can contemplate money in the 
making at the heart of your factories. How shallow. 



Unfortunately since the Kazmo Administration had taken 
office in 505, the new America, now called American Land, 
had also become a land of all or nothing. Decades of 
Kazmo’s politics separated both Aubrey Hills and its suburbs 
(Waterloo, Carson and Tolegano). Discrepancies between 
classes were common in the American Land, not something 
limited to Aubrey Hills and Waterloo. The entire nation 
displayed extreme social opposites. Every rich cut of the 
American Land, had a suburb to piss on. 

 

Originally from Waterloo as well, Lianette had chosen to 
remain in Waterloo, despite her fortune. Her parents, now 
retired in Aubrey Hills, owned a work-clothing store chain 
called RUSH with more than 20 stores spread out over 
Waterloo and Carson. She “would never move into Aubrey 
Hills” even if her parent’s status made it possible. Waterloo 
citizens were forbidden in Aubrey Hills, while Aubrey Hills 
could come and go in Waterloo as they wished. 

Once re-elected, back in 513, the estrangement of both 
classes was further enforced by the Kazmo administration 
when they erected checkpoints all along the border of Aubrey 
Hills. “Kill them if they make it over” were the fêted words of 
Aubrey Hill Mayor, Billy Hendricks, what an a-hole, that 
man was. Waterloo walked to the beat of Aubrey Hills, 
followed in their Prada footsteps and ate the scraps off the 
floor. 

In defence of Aubrey Hills’ citizens, I suppose they too, 
had their share of burdens. They weren’t all shallow 
capitalists, many found themselves having to answer to peer-
pressure from their community. The Aubrey Hills’ code of 
secrecy weighed on their shoulders and made it difficult to 
maintain relationships with old Waterloo friends. What 
happened in Aubrey Hills had to be kept secret: Transcripts, 
discussions, testimonials, recordings, paintings, illustrations, 



photographs, holograms, anything at all that might reveal the 
wealth and lifestyle of Aubrey Hills were not for the eyes of 
the townships. Aubrey Hills’ residents knew their community 
secrets and favoured keeping their mouths shut, fearing 
treason charges. 

For Waterloonans, making it outside of the American 
Land was just as implausible. We never dreamed of seeing 
the world. No one in Waterloo had successfully made it out 
of the country or infiltrated Aubrey Hills and in theory, no 
one would, could. 

I always chuckled at the way citizens of Aubrey Hills 
looked: caramel crusty tanned skin, bleached hair, blue eyes, 
Botox lips and fake breasts; such were the standards of the 
“Aubrey Hills look”. Starlets and gangster-want-to-be-sad-
little-men walked the street as if they were the only ones 
looking sharp. Idiots. Unoriginal high fiving, common 
denominators all living the big AL dream with their fancy 
transporters, live-in maids and jewellery, all unaware that 
being special only meant no one was. We, Waterloonans 
were genuine: overweight, bald, short, cock-eyed with bad 
teeth but real, dammit. The beautiful people bred with the 
beautiful people and the Waterloo gruesome with the 
Waterloo gruesome, such was the way. The irony: it wasn’t 
uncommon for a beautiful Waterloonan to be given special 
permission with full accommodations to live in Aubrey Hills; 
serving as a “prop” for the high society appearance –the 
beautiful girl in the beer ad so to speak. 

I still get mad thinking about it. 

 
For Lianette, it was the people of Waterloo that made the 

family’s silver and gold and she expressed her gratitude by 
being a Waterloonan, it was vital to her. Be that as it may, her 
loyalty towards blue-collar patrons was critically looked upon 
by Aubrey Hills. She was considered the deserter who often 



put her father in a difficult position. Lianette lived a life of 
her own, in Waterloo, with her prince charming, Rotto. She 
loved his baby face, shoulder length dark hair and notorious 
casual denims and he loved his wife-to-be; expressed much 
gratitude for her choice to live in Waterloo. 

On that evening, Rotto wore a beautiful knitted polyester 
jersey over an impeccable white chemise. He was a hard 
workingman who had given most of his life to the energy 
plant on the South side of Waterloo, very intelligent and quite 
handsome to the standards of Waterloo. Days away from 
marital status, the two lovebirds decided to enjoy one of the 
last few nights in Rotto’s apartment. After their honeymoon 
on the East coast, they’d move into a place of their own just 
blocks away.  

The evening plan: cooking together. He’d be the master 
chef, she the sous-chef, cutting vegetables, preparing the 
salad dressing and placing the table. Soft music rocked their 
souls while a gentle breeze danced a tango with the delicate 
window veil. Rotto poured wine, Lianette hand fed him 
crackers and patés and every so often, exchanged a kiss and a 
tease of the sort. 

“Smells delicious baby!” said Lianette. 

“To our devilish indulgence!” toasted Rotto. Cling! 
The house smelled like a pot-pourrie of lavender mixed 

with mouth-watering aromas of cumin, cilantro and lime zest, 
on grilled meat. Deliciousness. Tonight was a special night. 
Lia had visited her parents in Aubrey Hills the night before 
last and clandestinely carried over a special cut of meat; a 
severe offence. It wasn’t Rotto’s first time trying this illegal 
delicacy. Lianette would legitimately buy the meat from a 
butcher in Aubrey Hills but it was deemed contraband the 
second it crossed over to Waterloo, where meat was 
forbidden. The judgments were severe and the penalties 
considerably harsh. 



Although Lia was a vegetarian by circumstance, her 
choice to live in Waterloo was at the expense of her carnivore 
needs. She loved her meat and occasionally got her fix when 
visiting her parents in Aubrey Hills. She would get together 
with friends and they’d eat a great carnivore dish at Claude’s, 
one of Aubrey Hills’ best kept bistros, well known for its grill 
and fondue. Meanwhile, patiently waiting the return of his 
fiancée, Rotto, in his Waterloo pad, would eat a less than 
sexy, cucumber sandwich. 

Supper was ready and Rotto drooled over the main course. 
Slicing through the meat like a surgeon. Dipping bread in the 
blood. Slurping on marrow and grinding his teeth on flesh, he 
licked his lips, patted drippings off his chin. Repeated. 
Yanking flesh, licking fingers, dragging sad lonesome 
carrots, under the threshold of his fork, through the gravy, 
doing the same with potatoes, he wolfed down the meat, 
celebrated in carnivore enchantment. Grilled death never 
tasted so wonderful.  

They cleared the dishes then rushed to lie down on the rug. 
His ongoing craving for flesh called for one more bite, one 
more dose of salt, he removed Lianette’s underpants with his 
teeth and devoured her, like a lion. They made passionate 
love on a beautiful and one of few hardwood bamboo floors 
in Waterloo. The evening ended in a naked embrace 
underneath some of the whitest and silkiest sheets Waterloo 
money could buy. 

The alarm clock ended their perfect sleep with an 
excruciating buzz. Rotto stretched over Lianette to clubber 
the evil device. He kissed her. 

“Good morning, Sunshine!” said Lianette. 

“I love sleeping next to you” he replied. 
“I love you so much baby,” said Lianette. 



Rotto made his way to the bathroom while she kick-started 
the coffee: Grounded the beans; cleaned out the filter; 
emptied out yesterday’s carafe; filled the tank with fresh 
water and wondered why cleaning out yesterday’s coffee 
hadn’t been done the morning before –“incorrigible”. He 
joined her in the kitchen and wrapped his arms around her 
waist, from behind, while she put her last touch to their 
coffee grounds, a pinch of cinnamon. 

“Do you hear sirens?” He asked 
“Yes, is that the police or the fire department?” she 

wondered 
“I think it’s the police. Sounds like it is getting closer” he 

suggested. 
She walked over to the living room window. Police 

transporters were approaching, turning on their avenue then 
stopped in front of their home. You know that feeling you get 
in the pit of your stomach? 

“They just pulled up in front of the house!” yelled Lianette 

As she rushed towards Rotto, at the other end of the hall, 
their door was knocked down and three police officers barged 
in, asking for “Rotto Ken”. Lianette took a hit to the side of 
her head and fell to the floor with her foot wedged 
underneath the door. The policemen continued to charge as 
she desperately tried pulling herself free on a slippery floor. 

“I am Rotto Ken,” he replied, rushing to Lianette’s side. 
An officer immediately tackled him to the ground 

knocking over furniture and a lamp. One officer, held Rotto’s 
face down with his knee pressed up against his upper back 
while Lianette continued her struggle to free her broken foot. 

“We have a warrant for your arrest M. Ken”, said the 
officer. 



He’s done nothing wrong” pleaded Lianette. 
“Mr. Rotto Ken, you are under arrest for meat 

consumption: Criminal code 78” read one of the officers. 
“What? Wait, it was me who brought meat in Waterloo, 

arrest me” pleaded Lianette. 
“Stop it Lia. Don’t say a word. I’ll be okay baby, don’t 

worry” 
Two more officers joined the commotion. It was 

Lianette’s turn to get handcuffed. 
“Get your hands off of me, let go of me…” she resisted. 

She freed one arm and swung it at an officer, striking him 
in the jaw. 

“Ah you little bitch!” he responded as he wiped the blood 
off his lip. He retaliated with a punch. Broken nose, bloody 
lip, she got back up. She was a fighter. 

“Lia! Please, Baby, stop! They’ll kill you!” screamed 
Rotto. 

Just as the young policeman was beginning to gain control 
over her a veteran officer pulled out his gun and shot her in 
the head. 

The bullet launched her head back against the wall. She 
slid down, smudging the tapestry, landed on her knees and 
plunged face first to the floor. Rotto let out an excruciating 
cry. 

“Never put up with this crap!” he said to his novice. 
“When an arrestee gets restless, you shoot”.  

While the officers discussed protocol and exchanged 
hands-on training tactics, Rotto completely shattered, called 
out her name. 



“Lia? Lia?” he cried, asking her to say something as if 
she’d suddenly resurrect and everything would be fine. He 
was carried out, dragging his feet. Once in the back of the 
police transporter, Rotto rocked himself relentlessly, back 
and forth, repeating her name over and over again. 

“Lia, Lia baby…” 

“Ah, shut up already,” said one officer. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Chapter 3 
 
Birthday cakes are grotesque 
March 30th, 527 

 

Despite its working class and factory entity, my hometown 
of Waterloo was quite lovely in early spring. Tulips were in 
full blossom and evergreens were, well, greener. Shrubs were 
filling up and the sun was like a warm blanket. The only 
thing missing was the chirp of birds. Merchants and 
restaurant owners cherished the return of spring as they 
opened up their patios and terraces. Awnings were unrolled 
every morning and storefront sidewalks were swept and 
hosed down as if to say we’re opened for business! 

I pulled up a chair on the patio of a café called The Cup 
Half Full and waited for my family members and friends to 
arrive for a get-together in honour of my mother’s birthday; 
she was turning 68. 

“Hi Derrick, would you like a refreshing Muskoka while 
you wait?” the waiter asked. 

The waiter knew me by name and would never serve me 
anything other than my Muskoka ale. I worked just down the 
street from the establishment and the café was a place where 
my colleagues and I gathered every Friday to enjoy a two-
hour lunch where beer flowed, finger food piled up and good 
laughter healed all the office irritants. Our therapeutic Friday 
lunches were loud and Paul, our waiter, needed our madness 
as much as we needed a place to unleash it. 

I had lived in Waterloo for most of my life. My parents 
made this small town our home when I was only five. Long 



before the Kazmo administration and long before the 
epidemic. 

My mother’s full name was Renée Lafortune Reznor. She 
worked, as a baker’s assistant at “La Bonne Brioche”, owned 
by a dear old family friend, Mister Ernest Dutoît who was 
also invited. La Bonne Brioche was a multi generational 
family business established far back in Paris when it was 
more than water and wasteland. My great grandparents on my 
mother’s side had migrated to America in the 450’s as France 
began showing serious signs of flood. M. Dutoît worked 
along side my mother, an apprentice to the craft, mixing 
flour, preparing crème-anglaise and washing pots and muffin 
pans. She was a short and frail woman who worked hard all 
her life and had the hands to prove it. Always had been a 
baker and never complained. Although she was only 5’ 3”, 
she was a real tank lady, with pointy elbows; she’d hustle her 
way through a crowd at a Regent’s sale better than any 
bargain hunter. 

As for my father, Mitchell Reznor, an accountant, he was 
forced into early retirement after a work injury paralyzed 
most of his left side. My father was one of many proud key 
players involved in the financing of the Kazmo Animal life 
saving plan. A legacy he had to renounce once Kazmo 
became president. He would say; “his politics turned to 
crap”. 

 
A little more than two decades prior, many of Earth’s 

government’s united forces into combat against this 
epidemic. At the head of this task force was an American 
scientist by the name of Courtney Kazmo, who would 
become my father's employer. His plan: to collect as many 
relevant and essential animal species as possible and safe-
keep their existence in biospheres called the WASP centers, 
some sort of Noah’s Ark but without biblical loose ends. 



Humans were required to build their own family shelters and 
guide themselves through the survival process. My father 
headed the group that found the funds to make it all possible 
–a monumental task. 

While putting his life saving plan in place, the popularity 
of the American scientist, Kazmo, grew exponentially and his 
scientific marvel gave him the credentials to run a 
Presidential election. Kazmo was elected President of the 
American Land less than 4 years later. That’s around the time 
he and my father, parted ways. 

Once the Kazmo administration took office, it quickly 
turned to dictatorship. Re-breeding of animals resulted in 
severe meat restrictions and rationing. Sanctions were 
imposed and meat became unavailable to the majority of the 
population especially to Waterloonans. The only ones 
benefiting from a meat diet were residents of Aubrey Hills 
and other elite metropolises. 

Although the Kazmo Plan initially stood for something 
beautiful, saving animal and human life, a negative opinion 
associated with Kazmo ripened and mushroomed quickly. 
Tales of Waterloo employees turning their backs on family, 
non-existent proof of animal subsistence, questionable meat 
diets in Aubrey Hills, all entertained the gossips of every 
barbershop and family dinner discussion. 

 
The arrival of my cold beer was followed by that of my 

parents, mom was dressed in her usual spring outfit, a not-so-
fashionable sport jacket accessorized with an expensive purse 
around her arm, both gifts from my father the previous year. 
Dad, as always, was dressed in dark earth tones with his old 
tattered cap on his head and his cane resting on his arm for 
the odd time he needed to push an elevator button, give 
directions or wave it in the air when cursing. I hated that 
cane. 



“Derrick, how are you my beautiful son?” said my mother 
Renée as she arrived. I was always, and will continue to be 7 
years old in her eyes. 

“Where the hell is everyone?” asked my father. 

“I told you we would be early Mitch”, responded my 
mother with a sigh. 

“Well, he’s here”, continued my father pointing at me, 
with his cane. Did I mention how much I hated the cane? 

She rolled her eyes at me while helping my father with his 
jacket as he abruptly pushed chairs out of his way to make 
room for his wheel chair. He transferred his cane over to the 
edge of the table and removed his hat with a usual moan. 

My father was an old man sentenced to a wheel chair. His 
level of energy was diminishing and his aggravations were in 
no shortage. Reduced to working part time as a bookkeeper 
for a small sheet metal company, it was a major change from 
the prestige he once enjoyed as part of the Kazmo team. 

My mother looked over and blew me a kiss and told me 
how good I looked. I was considered handsome enough for a 
Waterloo man, I suppose. I had a full head of medium brown 
hair that my genes undoubtedly indicated I wouldn’t loose. I 
win! Still, I never bothered with a comb, instead opted for the 
just-got-out-of-bed look. I wore cosy layers of clothing and 
always managed to top off my head with some sort of hat. I 
was 6 feet tall and kept in good shape despite a waistline that 
packed a couple of beers too many. 

My parents decided early on to have three little rug rats 
running around the house, my sister Milda, my brother Joey 
and myself, Derrick. I was quite different from my brother 
Joey; he was short and bald, like dad. There really wasn’t 
much to Joey, he was a quiet man, married young and had 2 
beautiful twin girls, Sothia and Cynthia. He had a great wife, 
Julie, and a good job as a bookkeeper. Joey listened to 



popular music, read the books everyone else read and built 
the most popular transporter on the market in the most 
popular colour, red. He was a man of few words living in a 
little home with a picket fence. He was a social statistic. Still, 
every once in a while he would say something, which to 
everyone’s surprise, was wittier than most mediocre 
comedians who occupied the stages of the few comedy cafés 
of Waterloo. Our town was desperate for humour and a 
second chance at a good life. 

My sister Milda was the second one to show up. 

“Happy Birthday mom, hi dad” she said as she walked up 
to a chair. 

“You’re still alone? When are you two going to step up to 
the plate and make kids like your brother Joey.” said my 
father Mitchell. 

“Nice to see you too dad” answered my sister, with 
sarcasm and a roll of the eyes. 

My sister was a problem child. Born a rebel, she’d lost far 
too many unnecessary battles with way too many good 
people. Now older, single, slightly overweight and bitter, she 
was left wondering why she never kept a relationship or a job 
very long. Milda always relied on someone to hold her hand 
for paying bills or coaching her through maintaining 
relationships on life support. Her defence mechanism was 
offensive, plain and simple. She was a lost soul who lived on 
her own and enjoyed the company of far too many stuffed 
animals. 

Within a half hour, everyone had shown up: my brother 
Joey and his family, the Rosenbergs and their son Phillip, 
good friends of the family, and finally M. Dutoît, the owner 
of “La Bonne Brioche”. 

“Should I get you guys a round of drinks?” 



Everyone was ready to order. “The Cup Half Full” had a 
good variety of salads, meat substitutes and some insect 
specialties. 

I sat at the other end of the table, I could see Joey peeking 
over and wishing we’d sat closer. Instead, he had inherited 
the company of Mister Rosenberg, a beautiful man but his 
personality was way too much ice cream. 

“How is the office these days Joey?” 

“Not bad, how about you M. Rosenberg, what’s new?” 
“Same old, same old” replied M. Rosenberg with a smile 

“You keeping busy?” he continued 
“Yes you?” replied Joey. 

“Always…” 
I watched my brother and M. Rosenberg exchanging the 

same question back and fourth in different format. It was 
painful to watch. 

“I moved next door to your parents and you were only yea 
high.” 

“Is that true?” answered Joey, as if he had never heard it 
before. 

The Rosenbergs were a lovely couple, retired and caring 
folks. M. Rosenberg was pushing 90 and still, he had a good 
energy and a good spirit. 

Their son Phillip was an older gentleman in his early 
fifties, an only child who never married and probably never 
would. He had been disfigured in a fire at the age of 25 and 
unfortunately despite his sweetest charm and goodwill his 
scars deprived him of female attention and a chance at a 
family. He was a tall man, well built and full of life. Kept a 
business in home improvements and helped his parents by 



taking them to doctor appointments, shopping or to events 
like this very party. He wasn’t a quiet man, always had a joke 
ready and a contagious laugh, impossible to resist. 

“Hey Joey, why don’t cannibals eat clowns…?” 

“I don’t know Phil…” 
“They taste funny.”  

Slightly juvenile in content maybe, but we still broke out 
in laughter. That man could have read the constitution and 
everyone would have laughed. Lousy comedians say funny 
things; true comedians say things funny. Phil was the latter; 
totally missed out on his calling. 

“Are you fucking kidding me? I’d walk up on stage and 
people would start laughing at my burned face before I’d 
even tell a joke. My opening line would be “go fuck 
yourselves”. I’ll keep my jokes for the dinner table” he once 
explained. 

As the evening progressed, the food kept coming and 
conversations emerged all around the table. My mother was 
pleased with the evening and my father watched in silence, 
with a grin. His participation to such events was often limited 
to observing and appreciating family moments and good 
friendship. He was like a camera eye, capturing every 
moment, filming memories and storing them somewhere in 
his mind. He always looked sad when he was happy, almost 
tormented by joy; the only man capable of appreciating a 
moment and instantly missing it. 

Mrs Rosenberg leaned into the table to get my mother’s 
attention, 

“Renée… did you talk to the boys about helping us move 
the piano?” 



My father had offered mom a beautiful 4th century piano 
as a gift and in exchange, she was giving our current one to 
Mrs. Rosenberg. 

“Actually, Phillip can help as well but he's out of town for 
a few days next week, so find a day that works” Said Mrs. 
Rosenberg 

“Yes, I have to go to Carson on Tuesday” explained 
Phillip 

“Carson City? Why there?” we asked 
“Business; a new client” 

“You best beware of the savages”, said my father. 
“Oh yes, beware of the Kazmies” supported M. Dutoît 

“I told him a hundred times, he’s pig headed!” replied M. 
Rosenberg pointing at his son. Mrs Rosenberg nodded in 
approval of her husband’s comment. 

There was no way to drive from Waterloo to Carson 
without driving through the reserve unless you wanted to add 
a 5 hours detour to your drive. 

 
The savages, also known as Kazmies, were a gruesome 

number of humans who apparently had somehow survived 
the epidemic without proper care or shelter. Exactly how and 
why had always been unclear. The Kazmo administration had 
sealed up a piece of land and simply referred to it as a 
reserve. They had fenced it and made it home to these people 
whose physical, mental and physiological attributes had been 
severely altered by the epidemic: Modern day lepers. 

The reserve was located between Carson City and 
Waterloo. Although it was referred to as a reserve it had 
nothing to do with historical native-American reserves. 



The one good thing about the epidemic was the near 
abolition of racism and religion. For the most part, centuries 
of multi-cultural marriages and breeding played a big part in 
blending different races together, but there was also a great 
positive aftershock. People united. Race was no longer a 
divisive factor in society. As a matter of fact, not only were 
differences in race and religion tolerable; laws to enforce 
tolerance were totally unnecessary. The epidemic brought 
people closer together in survival and mutual respect. Only a 
handful of fools needed the law to keep them in line, 
everyone else lived in harmony, except for the great irony of 
social classes. The emancipation of racism and religion was 
protected by authorities of the high society, the same society 
who refused to co-exist with the low society, discrimination 
in itself. This code of ethics, this book of laws put together by 
Aubrey Hills was so arrogant and offensive to us given their 
pretentious twisted grasp on human rights. 

 

“I don’t know why we are the only town in the American 
Land to have savages for neighbours. No one else in the 
American Land has a reserve.” expressed my father. 

“We are the armpit of the world”, added M. Rosenberg. 

I sat quietly, catching parts of their conversation but 
sleepiness was getting the best of me along with a couple of 
beers too many for a tired man. I was also perplexed trying to 
remember a dream about a woman from several nights 
before. It was all a blur. 

“Don’t call them savages dear, you’re a better man than 
that” replied my mother. 

“They’re savages. I’m with Mitch on that” contested M. 
Rosenberg. 

“We live in a land that is so much smaller than a thousand 
years ago. There is dead land everywhere, either water, desert 



or infested yet, for some reason, a considerable amount of 
space was allocated for these people. That’s wrong!” added 
M. Rosenberg 

“What about medical attention, why don’t they get any” 
wondered my brother? 

“Guys, take it down a notch, I’ll be fine” said Phillip, 
trying to turn the discussion around. His up coming trip to 
Carson had stirred up some emotions, taking a macabre turn 
to the birthday party. 

“Happy Birthday ‘ma” expressed Milda at a high volume 
and with her usual sarcasm; a cue for everyone to know the 
discussion was over. 

By 9pm, the food had come and gone, the plates were 
empty, the wine bottles were empty, and everyone knows it’s 
time to go home when the men have loosen their ties and 
political discussions have been exhausted. The cake, like 
every other birthday cake, had been blown on, possibly spat 
on, waxed on, eaten and completely robbed of its dignity. The 
waiter came back with our bills and doggie bags and the party 
was over. That’s when I was suddenly tapped on the shoulder 
by a pedestrian reaching over to get my attention. 

“How are you doing old pal?” said the man 

“Pete!” 
The man was Peter Joshmen, could have been my brother 

in law at one point. His sister Laurie was my first true love. 
He was 4 years older than I and had joined the vegetarian 
task force at the local police department at the young age of 
21. 

 
In Waterloo, or any suburb of the American Land, you had 

to be a vegan activist to become a honourable police officer. 
Aubrey Hills was privileged with animal meat and bi-



products such as milk, wool and leather. Many of these 
products became the new underground currency, the grey 
market economy. Policemen working the suburbs of our 
country had to enforce the laws pertaining to these illegal 
goods; they broke down doors, raided places and conducted 
raids and made many arrests, all passionately violent and 
adrenaline filled. This vegan credential at the police academy 
was an absolute must, if you were going to be part of the 
vegan task force that patrolled the streets of the suburbs; you 
had to have drunken the cool-aid. 

 
“Happy Birthday Mrs Reznor” Pete wished my mother. 

“Thanks for the wishes sweet heart. Have you heard from 
your parents or your sister?” 

“No, I’m afraid not Mrs Reznor” he responded. 
Peter’s parents, along with Laurie, my first love, had 

moved out of the country before the epidemic and hadn’t 
been seen or heard from in 10 years.  

We shook hands and suggested to go for a beer one night 
to catch up and so he continued his walk. I had become 
increasingly tired. I waved at everyone as I got up, kissed my 
mother and walked away. 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 




